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Introduction 

Elizabeth Rodriguez Fielder and Lupita Zavaleta Vega 

Literature and Coffee // Un pensamiento y un poema 
 

Elizabeth Rodriguez Fielder 
We are always offered tinto when I visit my family in 

Colombia: a small cup of filtered coffee. Sometimes, tinto is 
delicious, bright and fresh. Other times, I get instant coffee 
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in a dentist’s plastic rinsing cup. I know that the best coffee 
doesn’t always get to stay in the hands of Colombians. In 
this black shot of tinto, I hold a cultural ritual that cannot 
be separated from the reality of economic exploitation and 
the colonial past. We are served these little reminders 
throughout the day and night; the drink in our mouths 
tastes both rich and bitter. 

In Robin Wall Kimmerer’s story, “An Offering,” she uses 
coffee to speak to the power of ritual: “Ceremonies large 
and small have the power to focus attention to a way of 
living in the world.” Coffee opens conversation. It brings us 
together in warmth and community, and yet, we are called 
on to confront the conflict and global inequality behind the 
ordinary product in our mugs. “That, I think is the power 
of ceremony,” says Kimmerer, “it marries the mundane to 
the sacred.” I modeled this course on the ritual of tinto 
and the stories in this special issue emerge from months 
of dialogue about the personal and global impact of coffee. 
Together with Sherif Abdelkarim and Lupita Zavaleta, we 
discussed literary translation, but our conversations 
extended beyond words towards concepts in cultural 
translation—and miscommunication. Here, we offer our 
collection of meditations in poetry, prose, and image about 
coffee: a mundane and sacred ceremony. 

 
Lupita Zavaleta 

Pluma Hidalgo 
 
para llegar a los cafetales 
tuvimos que esperar el momento de atravesar la sierra 
serpentear entre los árboles 
no dejar que el vaivén entre 
esto fue 
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esto es 
y  qué vamos a encontrar 
nos vaciara la esperanza 
 
antes del viaje 
Pluma era una historia 
un pasado ajeno inscrito 
en la mañana del primer trago de café 
 
después de tantos años lejos 
en una casa sin viento 
yo quería sentir el sabor de la roca volcánica 
la cercanía del huanacaxtle 
las raícesportales del macahuite 
 
sospeché muy tarde del dolor pegado al rojo de la cereza 
de la extensión de la tierra 
que se convertía en atadura 
 
pero la sequía pasa 
las plagas se agotan 
el pueblo del café sobrevive 
 
cuando las montañas nos recibieron 
pude ver el abrazo de la tierra alrededor de las raíces 
darle la vuelta a la cereza 
para dejarla caer en mi canasto 
ver reflejado en los rombos que forman las plantas 
el paso de Venus en el cielo 
 
ahí  entre selva y mar 
con la visita intermitente de la niebla 
dijeron 
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te conocemos 
y le dimos nombre a los recuerdos 
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"Image 1: An Offering" by 
Hayden Williams 

Quote from Robin Wall Kimmerer's Braiding Sweetgrass 

Hayden Williams 
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"Condensed Coffee" by 
Savannah Zobeck 

Savannah Zobeck 

It first came from Yemen 
Where the beans burst qarmzi 
And bombs fell from heaven 
Smuggled away, they migrate 
 
Desert scenery changes to las montañas 
As it enters Colombia 
Where the harvest is prosperous 
But side effects are insomnia 
 
The beans flow into the States 
A nation that never sleeps 
Caffeine sharp and bitter 
As it creeps and sneaks 
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Into our anima mea 
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"The Coffee Bean Effect" by 
Reen Fowler 

Reen Fowler 

as I stare into a cup of coffee 
I think of the hands that have held it before me: 
 
I think of the shepherd that stumbled onto that first 

revitalizing taste 
of those who drank it both religiously and for religion 
of the traveler that smuggled it in a pocket across seas 
of those that held it both in reverence and fear 
of those who cultivate it with the utmost care 
 
I think of the communities it’s brought together 
the revolutions it’s conspired in 
the masterpieces it’s assisted late into the night 
the relief it’s brought to those who lack sleep but not 

work 
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the love it’s fostered between two people sitting across 
from one another 

 
and how it somehow reached me from so far away 
from so many hands into mine 
like a family heirloom of humanity 
and from my hands into yours, 
I hope you can cherish this as much as I do. 
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"Little Celebrations" by 
Dulce Escoria 

Dulce Escoria 

i 
In the mornings, my uncle and his wife would rush out 

the door, hurrying to work. They were always running late 
because no matter what, my uncle would not go without his 
coffee. He was not to be rushed. 

Mi cafecito es sagrado 
My mom smiled at me, I smiled back. 
And even more than 10 years later, 

¿Te acuerdas que tu tío decía que su cafecito era sagrado? 
 

ii 
Mami, ¿quieres café? Te hago un cafecito. 

¿Quieres que te lleve a tomar café? Mira, te voy a llevar a un 
lugar nuevo. 

And when I’m sitting at the adult’s table at parties I know 
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I belong because my aunt asks me directly if I want a cup. 
She already knows I do. 

I had to make my sister a cup of coffee while she was in 
isolation. 

Did I add too much creamer? Did I make it too sweet??? 
No, it was perfect. 

I guess I haven’t been the best at keeping in touch this 
year. But at least I got it right. 

 
iii 

We met up for coffee, talked about our past, and the rest 
is history. 

I wasn’t sure I remembered what she looked like. But 
there she was. Sometimes, I remember us being outside, 
but when I met up with her, she was inside. Maybe it 
happened more than once. 

I cried, every time. 
Memories, scattered. It doesn’t matter. 
I can trace the timeline through coffee shops. 
Now it’s been over a year. One day we’ll meet again in 

person. And remember how two old classmates 
reconnected through a shared love and passion for things 
to change. 
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"Yemeni Earth Tones for 
Breakfast" by Trajan Wells 

Trajan Wells 

Everyday is the same. new ! 
roll like a log into a discolored river 
looking for colors of blues in bodies of water that are 

never naked 
 
I wake ! each step a dip into the cold ocean and back 
in my wake, 
the whole old walled city in my cup 
the buildings that have fallen in Sana’a 
have stood back up. And many beautiful ones have 

refused to stumble 
the mountains that grow with each day in Mocha grow 

within me now, too 
the steam and dark earth, choco bars swirled from fruit 

and trees into hot water 
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earth tones on my tongue 
 
One sip ! jet skis on my feet 
keeping my head outta cold water 
and into lush Haraz mountains 
layers of grass-covered slices of cake and people who talk 

with honey in their voices 
they have saved me a place above the clouds 
where I can steal oranges from the sun 
 
I am caffeinated. I sing in the loudest voice I have, songs 

of nothing but the ground itself, the rising ledges of 
Arabica fields sing back for the first time. 

in a voice I have somehow known all my life 
 
I walk at mach 3+ speeds with nowhere to go, each step 

writing my thoughts on the pavement, the Yemeni 
mountain greens sneak up underneath me, they lift me like 
a child on their shoulders 

 
I tell stories of absolute madmen, of myself and those I 

hope to meet. 
the geometric shapes of Islam, sandstone tans outlined 

in white over all the buildings stacked like moving boxes, 
here to stay 

they watch over me like new friends, I am the mountains 
they watch at home. 

 
The moment to climb comes 
I arrive ahead of time 
I am ready to climb with no ropes 
soon the rest of the world will wake up 
and pick up the same chipped cup 
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taking a drink with me 
the language of taste Yemen has shared with us all 
up the red rocks and unmapped precambrian murals 
another sip 
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5 

"un café" by Meredith 
McKnight 

Meredith McKnight 

voudrais-vous 
un café? 
 
un cafe, 
tu as de nombreuxles 
colouers marron, 
comme la terre. 
 
temps de temps, 
je bois tu. 
il est 
juste moi, 
et ma tasse de cafe. 
 
toute le monde 
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aime toi. 
d’ou viens tu? 
tu es sous 
chaque endroit 
que j’ai pense. 
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Coffee Break 

Elizabeth Rodriguez Fielder 
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"Coffee & Me" by Mallory 
Sloan 

Mallory Sloan 

“All the little tables in the café are full. The men smoke 
fat cigars and the lads, stuffed into big loose jackets, offer 
each other cigarettes. The women drink sodas and nibble 
at sweets with the daintiness of rodents, to avoid smearing 
their ‘lipstick.’ (Lispector 69). 

Clarice Lispector writes a short story, Excerpt, about a 
woman sitting in a café waiting on a significant other. 
When reading this short story, I think about how coffee and 
café’s work differently in each individual’s life. They bring 
people together, they produce ideas, they break people 
apart. We all have different stories in life, and the way 
coffee is intertwined within our stories is what makes 
coffee so special. 

I was never a coffee drinker, until I started being left 
out of family conversations in the morning, trips to the 
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local coffee shops with my roommates, and early morning 
sunrises watching the news. While some of these activities 
are more significant than the others, they still all play a vital 
role in my life. 

Coffee does much more than wake me up and give me 
energy, it gives me memories, life experiences, and 
adventures I will take with me my whole life, while 
continuing to make more. If coffee play this big of a role 
in my life, when I have only been a consumer for less than 
a year, what else will coffee do for me that I have yet to 
discover? 

 
Opportunities, 

new relationships, 
starting a new chapter in life, 

ending a chapter in life, 
experiencing every 

emotion all at once, 
 
 

or none at all. 
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8 

"Wasted Time" by Flor 
Sanchez Nava 

Flor Sanchez Nava 

Mexico 
Dad leaves before I ever wake up, and he comes home 

long after my head hits my pillow. When I wake, Mom puts 
my short hair in pigtails, using those bright hair ties with 
the balls on each end. She twists them around my hair, 
once, twice, and then once more just so it tightly pulls my 
hair neatly off my face. The balls settle against each other 
with a soft clink and the friction of them rubbing against 
each other leads to an unbearable painful pull of my hair. 
A sharp yelp escapes my mouth and with her soft voice she 
says that beauty is pain. Her thin hands reach for the tub 
of gel, the one with the strong smell that she buys at the 
corner store. Her fingers dip in to grab enough gel to slick 
down the stray hairs. She takes her time with each step and 
once she’s done she puts me in my plaid skirt and white 
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shirt that makes the school’s uniform. Lastly, she hands me 
a pair of white socks with the lace at the top that stand out 
once slipped in my pair of shiny black shoes. We take the 
stairs down to the kitchen, where my sisters are already 
dipping their bread in their cafe con leche. Mom hands me 
a small cup with more milk than coffee and my favorite 
bread. After finishing the contents in my cup, she tells me 
to grab my backpack and that she’ll take me to school. She 
takes my hand in hers and we cross the street to get to 
school. She waves and tells me to have a good day as I run 
to my friends. 

At the end of the day, she’s always outside waiting to take 
me home, she asks about my day and what I did. At home, 
she spends the evening in the kitchen cooking a hearty 
meal for us. She sets the table for six. Only five eat. That’s 
the way it is, the way it always has been. In hopes of 
destracting Mom of his absence, I tell her about the dream 
I had last night and how excited I am for Alondra’s birthday 
party this weekend. Anything to get her mind of my dad. 

After my mom’s put me to bed, I lay in bed worrying 
about Mom and how she’s downstairs waiting for my dad. 
I hear when he comes in, slurring his words and slamming 
the door, he manages to yell my mom’s name. I think about 
getting out of bed, but I know Mom doesn’t like it when 
I do. I wonder if my sister’s were woken by him too, 
probably. After he gets tired of telling my mom what’s 
wrong with her he passes out, or maybe I do. In the 
morning he’s gone and Mom comes to get me to have 
breakfast. She sips on her cafe con leche that I notice is 
darker than mine. 

 
Los Estados Unidos 
Lleva años desde que él no toma. Ahora es un papá de 
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familia, hecho y derecho. Los dos se van antes de que 
despierte o que amanezca. Mi mamá carga su café en un 
termo rosita que nunca se le olvida por qué es lo unico que 
le alluda a empezar el día. Cuando nosotros despertamos, 
nos apuramos, tomando turnos a ayudar mi hermanito a 
vestirse. Pienso en los días que mi mamá me peinaba y me 
vestía. Lamento que mi hermanito no va a tener la misma 
memoria. Ya no existen los días en cuando podíamos 
tomarnos el tiempo. Nos vestimos y agarramos una barrita 
para que cuando vengan por nosotros estemos listos. 
Pasamos el día en la escuela hablando un lenguaje 
diferente. Cuando me preguntan como me gusta el café y 
les digo que con leche me miran extraño y me dicen que 
eso no es café. En lugar de decirles que mi mamá prepara el 
café así, me quedo callada y empiezo a tomar el café como 
ellos. 
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9 

"A Study of Shifting 
Perspective: How Change 

Reveals Emotion" by Franny 
Marzuki 

Franny Marzuki 

In her short story titled “Girl,” Jamaica Kincaid writes of a 
mother berating her daughter. This single-sentence short 
story is overwhelming in more ways than one—with the 
lack of punctuation depriving the reader of pause and the 
harsh language feeling all too vivid and painful—but the 
use of the second person point of view stands out as the 
key feature. This story is largely taught for its use of this 
perspective, acting as an exercise of point of view for young 
creative writers to study. “Girl” functions as a great starting 
point to learn about how point of view can inform narrative 
and how it can impact the reader. However, ending the 
discussion of point of view here, simply at the usage of 
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a unique perspective, would be reductive to the greater 
powers of point of view in literature. One of the most 
poignant uses of point of view is when an author employs 
a drastic shift, where the perspective used changes 
completely. Here, we’ll be looking at how an author can 
utilize this perspective shift through the novel The Monk of 
Mokha and analyze what it reveals about the characters, the 
author, and the reader. 

The Monk of Mokha is a biography that chronicles the life 
of Mokhtar Alkhanshali as he works to bring Yemeni coffee 
to the competitive global market. The prose is biting, alive 
with Mokhtar’s wit and humor as he talks his way through 
increasingly dangerous situations. However, despite the 
clarity with which his personality shines through, his story 
is told through a third-party, author Dave Eggers. This 
makes the text read almost as a work of translation, with 
Eggers taking the stories that Mokhtar told him and 
attempting to represent them in a way that feels both 
genuine to Mokhtar’s voice and experience and also 
effective as a narrative. Eggers acts as a mostly silent 
narrator, telling Mokhtar’s story in a close third person 
point of view. It isn’t until the chapter titled “The Luciana,” 
which appears near the end of the text, that this narrative 
distance is broken, and Eggers enters the story. Mokhtar 
invites Eggers to his apartment to watch the ship Luciana 
bring his first batch of coffee into port—an emotional 
climax of the story—and the text calls Eggers “the guy 
writing a book about all this” (314). It’s important to 
remember that this is Eggers writing about himself; he is 
committed to his absence from the narrative, ensuring that 
Mokhtar dominates the text. It isn’t until two paragraphs 
later when Eggers finally reveals himself to us with the 
sequence “the writer was there, and we stood there.” 
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The moment reads a bit awkwardly since it’s such a large 
shift to how point of view has functioned throughout the 
story thus far. We fumble with this introduction of the first 
person plural, lost in the mix of Mokhtar and Eggers, 
questioning who the new unfamiliar narrator is. It soon 
becomes obvious that this is Eggers, as he describes 
Mokhtar in a way that feels impossibly closer. This unroots 
the narrative distance from before. Earlier in the text, 
Mokhtar becomes this almost untouchable character, a 
businessman that can talk his way out of any situation. 
But in this moment, Mokhtar is here. Standing in front of 
Eggers and the reader, unavoidable. 

This change in the story is the ultimate goal of the point 
of view shift. It acts as an opening, a revealing of character 
and author. Both Mokhtar and Eggers emerge in striking 
detail through this change; we see Mokhtar more grounded 
in the present, and we feel the care that Eggers puts to 
forefront Mokhtar beyond all else. A change in point of 
view also impacts how we, as readers, interact with the 
story. Suddenly, the foundation we knew is soft under our 
feet, forcing us to pay attention to every new detail. In this 
space allowed by a shifting point of view, we can reflect on 
how we interact with literature as an art form. We allow the 
ground to open up, giving way to revelation. 
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10 

"Open Book" by Evan 
Mantler 

Evan Mantler 

“Because coffee, the first cup of coffee, is the mirror of the hand. 
And the hand that makes the coffee reveals the person that stirs it. 

Therefore, coffee is the public reading of the open book of the 
soul.” 

–Mahmoud Darwish in Memory for Forgetfulness 
 
My grandmother always says I make coffee too strong. 

She takes a sip, and her eyes go wide. She smacks her lips 
and gives her head a little shake. “My, that’s strong. That’s 
some strong coffee.” If my mother is there, she’ll ask loudly, 
“Do you want me to put some hot water in it?” and my 
grandmother will agree. If my mother is not there, I’ll take 
the mug back and do it myself. 

“Here. Let me fix that,” I say. I stand by the sink and run 
my fingers through the water, waiting for it to get warm. 
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Sometimes I remember to water down the coffee before I 
give it to her, but I’m never sure how much to add; any extra 
water is too much for me. 

I haven’t made her coffee since my grandfather died. 
 
The last time I made coffee for them both, it was too 

strong. I stood at the Keurig at my parents’ house and 
prepared it as I would for myself. I reached into my 
mother’s cabinets, full of amaretto and salted caramel 
flavored grounds. I rooted around for the most plain-
tasting variety I could find (hazelnut) and filled a reusable 
pod, its hinge worn through and tiny bits of plastic flaking 
off at the corners. 

When he tasted it, my grandfather gave a chuckle and 
boomed, “That’s some strong coffee!” My mother asked, 
“Dad, can I put some water in it for you?” really yelling this 
time so his hearing aids could pick up her voice. 

“No, no. It’s fine,” he said and laughed again. I added 
water to my grandmother’s cup without having to ask. 

 
My grandparents drank Folgers at home, the coffee of 

working America. My grandfather was a dairy farmer used 
to waking up early to milk the cows. He got up each 
morning and went to work caring for the lives that 
depended on him while slowly going deaf from the noise 
of the machinery. Coffee took too long to brew in the 
morning, so he drank it when he came back inside after the 
first round of chores. 

After he retired, my grandparents sold their farm and 
settled in Blair, Nebraska. In the last decade or so of his 
life, my grandfather would spend most weekday mornings 
at the Burger King in town chatting with a group of men, 
many of them retired farmers like him. Small town life 
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didn’t allow for much exposure to difference. The men 
spent their mornings talking about the news and the 
people they had always known—who was married, who was 
moving, who had a new grandchild, who had passed away. 

 
My brother and I drove to Kennard, Nebraska for my 

grandfather’s burial. A town even smaller than Blair, one of 
the primary landmarks is the little dip in the road. We left 
home early because of the heavy snowfall the day before, 
which had prevented us from attending the funeral and 
delayed the burial. 

With half an hour to spare before the family was to 
gather, we passed the little dip in the road and stopped into 
the Dew Drop Inn, where my grandfather had met with 
another coffee group for years before the move to Blair. 
The interior was different than I remembered from my 
childhood and had imagined in the intervening years. 
Much more a bar and grill than the bright café of my 
recollection, it was difficult to picture my grandfather 
sitting at the laminate tables and talking over a pot of 
coffee. 

I considered asking the waitress, or “the gal working,” as 
my grandfather would have referred to her, how long she 
had worked there and if she had known him. When she 
came to take our order, my brother and I asked for a cup 
of coffee each. I would have loved some caffeine comfort to 
get me through the graveside service, but more than that, 
I wanted to taste an echo of my grandfather’s life through 
the coffee and conversation he had treasured. 

The coffee was done for the day. It was just before two 
o’clock on a Wednesday during the pandemic. We got mini 
pretzels instead. 

I still don’t know if the coffee is strong at the Dew Drop. 
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What I do know is that it was enough to sustain my 
grandfather and kept him coming back for years. 
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"Don't talk to me until I've 
had my coffee" by Molly 

Manion 

Molly Manion 

Coffee. I love it. You love it. Your little sister loves it. Your 
grandpa loves it. Anytime we want it, most of us have 
access to coffee in some form and in varying degrees of 
quality. For most of us, it’s a morning necessity. If you miss 
your morning coffee, the whole day is thrown off: you’re 
late for your first appointment, you forgot to pack a lunch, 
you can’t find your car in the parking lot. Sure, your brain 
is likely to be foggy just from the lack of caffeine but there’s 
something more. You feel like you’re missing something, 
like you forgot to put on mascara or zip up your pants. A 
vital step in the preparation for the day was missed. 

 
The rise of coffee chains like Starbucks and Dunkin’ 

Donuts have made coffee shops not only a place where you 
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can get coffee, but a place that can be shared with others 
who are engaging in the same activity. Complete 
communities are built in and around cafe culture that 
might not otherwise exist. Seeing our favorite barista at the 
counter is almost better than the drink itself. The need for 
caffeine draws people into this space but allows them to 
find other reasons to stick around. 

 
Growing up, I lived in a small town that didn’t have any 

coffee chains and the closest thing I got to Starbucks was 
a McCafe mocha latte. Still though, coffee was always a 
part of my family’s daily ritual, my dad drinking sometimes 
drinking a few pots in one day. At the end of family dinners, 
the adults would sit with their coffee and cake and talk 
about problems that I couldn’t understand then, but would 
someday face myself. 

 
In high school, I worked as a barista at one of the only 

specialty coffee shops in my town. It was a local place that 
my friend’s parents had opened. Rarely would the 
customers know or even care about the quality of the 
roasting or where the bean was originally harvested, but 
they knew that they wanted to be a part of a community 
whose entire purpose was to give others the energy they 
needed to get through the day. Whether that was through 
actual caffeine, or because the barista remembered a 
regular’s order. 

 
There’s no denying the effect caffeine has had on our 

culture, but the actual coffee has been able to separate itself 
as something more than just a vessel for the caffeine. It can 
build bridges to cross rivers that some languages cannot 
even forge. Coffee is able to be the centerpiece of a 
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community as small as a family unit or as large as an entire 
coffee plantation. 

 
Robin Wall Kimmerer writes in her collection “Braiding 

Sweetgrass” about the importance of these unconscious 
ceremonies in our lives. She says, “What else can you give 
but something of yourself? A homemade ceremony, a 
ceremony that makes a home.” To many, coffee has become 
an individual and communal ritual with every sip. 
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Descanso 

Elizabeth Rodriguez Fielder 
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"Nubes de Crema y Azúcar" 
by Luis Garcia 

Luis Garcia 

 “Adonde van?” 
“We’re going to get coffee. We’ll be back.” 
“No se pierdan.” 
But we did get lost in that All American. Sprinting 

through corridors mounted with machetes, martillos, 
drywall, pink house stuffing and other tools and thingys, 
we’d run like kids who play in crops of corn on the 
countryside with their Lassie dogs and big farmhouses in 
the background, disappearing into the stalks, trying to 
prolong a day of hard work. 

“Nos vamos a levantar bien temprano. Hay mucho que hacer.” 
There were no crops, just tools, and people. I’d roam the 

aisles and smell the sawdust of cut up lumber, rubber 
plungers, the aroma of soil in the garden section, and the 
drums of opened mixed paint. I’d get lost like a golden 
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haired boy. I’d take pit stops at the coffee stations set up all 
across the warehouse, pouring tierra down my throat. Five 
packets of sugar and five creamers. El café de mi papa era 
negro like the nights he spent en su país cortando leña as a kid, 
black like the Rio Grande en una noche sin luna. Sin azúcar. Sin 
crema. 

Ahora como adulto I have a crop of mugs that rest behind 
the cupboard of my kitchen with dust and lint settling in 
the ceramic, vessels gifted to us for a moment of single use. 
With age coffee became more than nuestro pan de cada dia, 
a wormhole, a portal to relive the stories of the past. A still 
stopping time at the dinner table, pictures that would erupt 
and cover my marriage with the excitement of discovery 
like that of the new world. Reshaping and redefining the 
land we falsey mapped for ourselves. A thirst for memory 
that quenched the dry possibility of boredom that comes 
with routine. 

“Una vez estaba caminando y en un rincón de la calle encontré 
un montón de cuerpos cortados en pedazos, yo era chamaco, como 
usted, poco menos de edad. Deseo que nunca mire algo así. En ese 
tiempo muchos sufrieron en mi país. Pero sí extraño. Un dia te 
llevo a la subida de un volcán, muy bonito que está.” 

We’ve come far, with our stained teeth and earthbound 
breath, to get to the point where instead of using la tierra 
como un remedio para nuestros dolores en vez lo usamos para 
rescatar los tiempos oscuros que nos dieron vida. A means to 
remind us that new is old and ancient. En tierra llena de 
minerales sombra granos de café que rescatan la historia de sangre 
y la luz de mi matrimonio. 

My wife said, “I like the idea of coffee.” Perhaps someday 
our kids might run around en la finca con ojos castaño y pelo 
negro. Growing tall and large bajo nubes de crema y azúcar. 
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"Doppio" by Annie Borelli 

Annie Borelli 

Evening is the only refuge from the summer heat. Finally, 
the sun sinks behind the low skyline of Palermo. The streets 
are misted with twilight, the restaurants and cafés dense 
with bodies, all sheltering from the last sweltering hours of 
the afternoon. 

He is waiting for her at Caffé alla Rosa, tucked into the 
back corner table, his delicate fingers wrapped around a 
frothy cappuccino. He doesn’t see her yet. She is 
silhouetted in the doorway; the summer day has ravaged 
her, her neck still slick with sweat, her hair tied in a 
desperate knot atop her head. She is carrying the order 
from the Don in her hollow chest. You are to marry him. 

Everything is too hot in Sicily. 
She wants to buy time. Can she approach the counter 

and order a drink beneath his notice? Her eyes down, she 
ducks behind the backs of chairs, bobbing heads, jostling 
elbows. She slides through ambient conversations, slanted 
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shadows, the writhing scent of coffee in the air, tangy and 
head-clearing. He doesn’t see her. He is enraptured in the 
safety of his cappuccino. He doesn’t know that he’s sinking 
into a final moment of peace, that he is going to drown. 

She stands at the counter and waits to order a doppio. 
When the coffee arrives, she will be out of time. There is 
only this moment—this waiting for the double shot, the jolt 
of courage she prays it will give her. She signs the cross, and 
no one sees. 

What’s the problem? the Don had asked. Don’t you love him? 
            Yes. She does. That is precisely why she does not 

want to marry him. 
Then why do you frown at me? 
            Because he is not ready. To marry him would be to 

betray him. 
She said: He will be trapped.  
            It is not optional. 
            The doppio arrives, and she finishes it in one 

swallow. It sears all the way to her stomach, charting a fiery 
course, and she bids it onward into her limbs, the tips of her 
fingers, her legs, her head, her mind. Make me brave. 

She turns towards the back corner table and catches 
sight of him again. He is reading the back page of the day’s 
paper, his gaze idling over the words, his face placid. His 
oil-black hair captures the gold light of the café; his swan 
neck is arched forward as he reads. 

She sighs. No, it is not that she doesn’t love him. 
She leaves the empty doppio glass on the bar and 

approaches the table where he sits. His head lifts as she 
slides through the café, as though he knows her footsteps 
apart from the rest. 

“You’re late,” he says. The tilt of his voice is gentle. He 
smiles, and her heart sickens. “Sit.” 
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The coffee is beginning to do its work in her veins. She 
is off-balance as she takes a seat on the edge of the chair 
across from him. 

She searches his eyes. They are the clear-water eyes of 
someone without expectations: wide, wet, warmed by the 
cappuccino on the table in front of him. She does not want 
to see the weight of what she has to say suck the yellow 
café light out of his eyes. She does not want to see the 
knowledge take root in his chest the way it has in hers. She 
could greet him instead. She could delay this reckoning for 
another day. 

But the words are inevitable. It is better for them to spill 
onto the table now. “Will you marry me?” 
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"Coffee Date" by Emily 
Donahue 

Emily Donahue 
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"The Drug" by Shakira Del 
Toro 

Shakira Del Toro 

The blazing heat beats down upon the overworked farmers 
approaching their 13th hour of labor. Santiago, a short 
stout 12-year-old boy, brushes sweat off his bushy 
eyebrows, as he places the red cherries into his basket. 
Mama Margs is sitting a few feet away from him, picking 
the sores on her feet. A high-pitched horn pierces the air. 
Mama Margs quickly puts on her stained, worn-out shoes. 
Santiago picks up her basket and together they tremble 
towards the owners’ manor. Dozens of farmers trudge 
behind them. 

Daisy Ramirez, co-owner of the plantation, briskly chews 
tobacco on the porch and watches the poor peasants make 
their way towards her. Her husband and co-owner, 
Christian Ramirez, brings out two big mugs of coffee. He 
has a war horn hanging down his neck. He kisses Daisy 
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on the forehead and hands her a mug. She swigs the dark 
liquid, and a strange fiery light appears in her eyes. She 
grins. She turns to the farmers and yells, “Hurry up! Before 
I send you to la verga.” She takes another chug. 

Daisy descends the porch’s steps. “Get in line! There 
better be 15 pounds in your basket if you want to eat,” she 
commands, as she spits onto the ground. There is a table 
displayed on the front lawn, furnished with whips, chains, 
and knives. In the certain lies a scale. At the side of the 
table, a large pot boils over a fire pit. The air smells like 
fermented beans. 

Christian stirs the soup and gags. “I think there’s too 
much froth in this.” 

“Food is food. They’d eat each other if I’d let them.” Daisy 
drinks from her mug. 

As Santiago approaches the table, he looks down at the 
two baskets he is carrying. His basket is in his right hand, 
which is starting to cramp up. However, his left hand is 
unbothered. There are only around 60 coffee beans, barely 
enough to make a cup. Mama Margs has been tending her 
sores all day. Santiago hands Mama Margs his basket and 
keeps hers slightly behind his back. Mama Margs whispers, 
“Son. This is yours. Please hand me my own.” 

Santiago faintly shakes his head, “That one is yours.” 
“Do you have something to say, boy?” Daisy marches over 

to him and lifts his chin up towards her. 
“N-No ma’am,” Santiago gulps. 
Daisy looks at his hidden hand. “You must be in a hurry 

to go first. Show me your basket.” Santiago places the 
basket on the scale. It’s barely a pound. “You stupid boy. 
Que chingado estabas haciendo todo el día?!” Daisy grabs 
the whip off the table. Santiago stumbles backwards. “You 
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have two healthy legs. You can be running a marathon at 
your age… What kind of mockery is this?! Answer me!” 

“I-I tried. But I- had a terrible stomachache. I couldn’t 
move much with—” 

“That’s enough! You’re a disgrace!” Daisy chugs her 
coffee and pushes Santiago to the ground. The fire in her 
eyes escalates, and she raises her whip. 

“I’m sorry! No please. Please I’m begging do—” Santiago 
is cut off by his own howl. 

Daisy whips Santiago across the body, unapologetically. 
She repeats the motions, followed by Santiago’s agonizing 
screams. The farmers remain motionless. They cry out, but 
they are too afraid to help him out. However, Mama Margs 
throws herself onto Daisy, only to have Christian drag her 
screeching body away. Santiago’s screams finally come to 
an end. 

“Get out of here. All of you. There will be no food today.” 
Daisy dumps out the pot. Sticky soybeans swarm down to 
the ground, surrounded by foaming liquid. “And get rid 
of that body. It reeks.” Daisy’s bloody hands reach for her 
coffee mug, and she swallows what is left. She strolls into 
her manor, enraptured by her drug. 
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"brain fog" by Meghan 
Bloom 

Meghan Bloom 

He needs to know what drowning feels like, 
craves the sensation of water clogging his throat, 

flooding it – flooding him – until his head begins to spin, 
until his lungs begin to burn, and what does it feel like to 
ache for a breath that cannot be drawn, what does it feel 
like to want, he needs to drown, he needs to feel, not more 
– just… like he’s supposed to, he feels enough as it is, it’s 
all-consuming, and yet it’s always hungry for more, more, 
more, and he thinks too much, full sentences; commas, but 
no periods, not until he needs to, until the fog clears, until 
he’s conscious, until he reminds himself to stop, breathe, he 
should do that now, it’s exhausting, and 

perhaps that’s how he finds himself here, floating on his 
back in the middle of Lake Ontario, the edges of his vision 
blurring, waves lap at his skin, battered by the wind, the 
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wind speaks in soft, considerate whispers, but his ears still 
pound with every syllable, stop. Breathe. 

Every so often, he closes his eyes, tilts back his head, 
and parts his lips. The shouting stops. Breathe. Sour, muddy 
lake water spills into him. It’s nauseating, but he swallows 
anyway because it pricks the wall of fog encased within his 
skull. He needs to think. 

It sort of reminds him of the river his mother used to 
make him drink as a child. She never stewed it for long 
enough, so it always tasted of weak leaves. Lake water is 
perhaps more bitter, but at least it gives his heart a reason 
to race. 

There’s a race next week. What horse does he bet on? 
How many maggot-infested hot dogs can you eat in ten 
minutes? Good question. How many maggot-infested hot 
dogs can he eat in – 

He’s doing it again. He needs to stop doing this. Breathe. 
Where was he? Lake Ontario. 

At Lake Ontario, he stares up at sun – A-21, 60 watt – and 
allows the warm muddied water tucked within his cheeks 
to stain his thirty-two remaining teeth yellow, brown, 
black. 

At Lake Ontario, the texture of the fake wooden table 
makes him gag, so he holds his breath until his lungs are 
rotten. Stop. Breathe. 

But it’s nothing like drowning. There’s no panic, no 
desperate gasps or spotty vision. Instead, there’s a burning 
that clings to his tongue and stings his eyes until he relents, 
swallowing it down, down, down. There’s the hands of the 
lake that’s living inside him – pulling, tugging, needing, 
always needing; to hear, to think, to want. His mind’s a little 
clearer now, at least. 

He should just see a therapist, shouldn’t he? 
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Yes. Probably. He needs to stop doing this. Breathe. It’s 
strangely quiet. When did the wind die down? Reluctantly, 
he looks up. Gale stares at him from across the kitchen, 
brows pinched. Shit. Did they ask a question? When did 
they stop talking? How much time has passed? 

He needs to stop doing this. Breathe. He needs to focus. 
He needs a prescription. 

Understanding flashes behind Gale’s eyes, then 
curiosity. Where did you go this time? 

Ontario licks at his skin. He blinks hard to push it away. 
“This is disgusting,” he says, reaching again for the carafe. 
He needs it. He can’t afford Adderall. “Your coffee tastes 
like lake water.” 
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Photograph by Joshua McCunn 
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"The Piece" by Paige 
Johnson 

Paige Johnson 

 
At first glance, the coffee 

shop was filled to the brim 
with stressed students 
writing their final term 
papers, and businessmen 
tapping their feet in 
anticipation, waiting for 
the daily cup of black 
coffee that would keep 
them alert. But, if one were 
to look closely, they would 

realize it held much more than that. They would see the two 
college friends in the corner who were talking over 
steaming mugs and recounting memories of crazy nights 
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long gone. They would see the young mother with the 
loving smile, watching her child, who was convinced they 
were drinking the same caffeinated beverage as their 
mother, although it was a cup of juice. In the cozy looking 
booth, they would see two young people who were 
nervously sipping coffee and laughing awkwardly, 
experiencing the trials and tribulations of a first date. And, 
looking as close as ever, they would see that the stressed 
students writing their final term papers were also texting 
their friends about the long, coffee-fueled week ahead of 
them. They would see that the businessmen who were 
tapping their feet were also ordering coffees for the whole 
office to enjoy. Looking around at all of these significant 
interactions, they would feel the sense of community coffee 
cultivates and understand that it looms in the background 
of many meaningful moments. 
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"Untitled" by Kaitlyn Lane 

Kaitlyn Lane 

You’ve seen people affected by drug or alcohol addiction, 
right? How their entire life is centered around getting their 
next fix, and the judgment that envelopes them because 
of their addiction. That kind of addiction is stigmatized, 
given a bad name because it’s not what society calls ‘pretty.’ 
But what about the other categories of addiction; 
gambling, shopping, internet gaming all have their ‘good’ 
and ‘bad’ stigmas, but what about caffeine? Caffeine has 
achieved something none of the other addictions have, 
social acceptance, even celebration. 

 
But no one has acknowledged the negative impact of 

caffeine. It’s been turned into an aesthetic for the next 
generation to have a caffeine addiction, it’s become a 
personality trait. And when caffeine withdraw begins, the 
effects on someone’s body and mind will surprise you. 
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Dylan grew up around caffeine, his mom drank coffee 
almost all day and his dad was never caught without a can 
of pop in his hand. And Dylan thought this was normal. For 
some parents, they chose alcohol to have at the end of a 
long day, for his parents it was coffee and Coke. Eventually, 
he picked up on their habits, coffee in the morning before 
lifting weights and basketball practice, Coke or an energy 
drink after school before practice. Dylan got to the point 
where he needed two or three caffeinated drinks to get 
through the day. 

 
He would experience headaches and irritability, lashing 

out at his friends and getting into fights with his parents 
easily, almost too easily, if no one had anything caffeinated 
to drink that day. It got to the point where Dylan and his 
parents would talk until late in the evening when everyone 
was fully caffeinated and not irritable. Dylan didn’t 
recognize this was a problem until he started hanging out 
with Alex, whose family didn’t drink caffeine. 

 
Alex’s family wasn’t weird, they didn’t avoid caffeine 

because they were health-crazed people but because her 
parents had gone through the same cycle of addiction with 
their parents, and they didn’t want her to become the same 
way. Dylan saw how normal it was for Alex and her parents 
to talk and not argue regularly. He experienced a clean car, 
one without bottles and cans of Coke rolling around on 
the floor. He saw how much energy Alex had on her own, 
without relying on external help. 

 
Dylan finally realized that caffeine impacted the way his 

family interacted with each other. He knew when to avoid 
his parents and learned the signs of each person going 
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through withdrawal. He could recognize when they’d had 
enough to bring them back to their ‘regular’ or caffeinated 
self. 

 
Dylan started to wonder what his life would be like had 

he grown up like Alex, without watching his parents rely 
on caffeine and picking up on their habit too. If he could 
have avoided the headaches and fights, the sluggishness 
and irritability, would he have been a different kid? Dylan 
never considered caffeine a drug, or himself an addict, but 
he’s starting to realize that is not the case. 
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Kaffepaus 

Elizabeth Rodriguez Fielder 
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"Self Defense" by Annya 
Pardo 

Annya Pardo 

i’ve started carrying weapons next to my arms, close to the 
chest. not unlike a barrier, but closer to a trap rather than 
a full out assault. i have them properly labeled too. bright 
red things. but not especially threatening to those that can’t 
see the obvious “get the hell away from me” color. there are 
signs so i cannot be faulted when they do their job. at that 
point it’s just stupidity. 

there was a point i reached one day, waking up and 
finding another sliver of hand missing, a gouged-out arm. 
my chest bitten up. i was tired of being used for fodder, for 
nutrition. all without permission. It was disgusting, and it 
was annoying. 

hence the drugs. the weapons are drugs. they’re mean 
too, they look delicious as far as i can tell from the reactions 
i see day in and day out. good reviews slipping through 
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mouths that cannot stop moving until their whole body- 
well until their whole body stops moving for them, i 
suppose. 

it was a diabolical plan for sure. take something that has 
been ripped from me every night and day – that monsters 
with a thousand legs feel entitled too – and morph it ever so 
slightly. 

now instead of delicious flesh that was ripped away, they 
get that and more. their eyes begin to resemble themselves 
even more – comically wide. their legs, their many, many 
legs, fidget, and skitter. it tickles. and then they stop. 

my favorite part is when they stop. 
that’s when they fall off, pushed off by whatever breeze 

flows that day. gentle or rough, it does not matter. it no 
longer tickles, and no longer do the parasites chew. it was 
peaceful for a while. 

so, what changes? the sensation of being plucked from 
myself is no longer even remotely gentle. it’s hard, and it’s 
not ticklish. it’s an immediate removal of self. my whole 
body shakes from the ricochet of a part of me being 
viciously stolen. and not just stolen. 

i have no eyes, and yet i watch anyway. as these giant 
things chew on my self. i think with satisfaction that i will 
be able to watch them die just as the demons with the 
thousand legs did, fast and then frozen and then dead. 

none of this happens, and i watch in horror as this giant 
beast’s eyes widen. there is a crunch like it has bitten 
through stone. the thing has still not frozen, taking it’s time 
to chew. 

and then there is this energy that sparks. i see it in those 
eyes. it pulls me apart with new and improved rigor, giant 
mandibles opening – and i can still see pieces of me inside 
– and shoves more of me in there. it’s loud, and there are 
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more hands. some of them even rip me open further. i am 
being shaken back and forth and passed around my friends 
who were in this with me also shake and we all scream and. 

 
my friends and I are now all in homes that are very neatly 

placed in a line. we are taken care of in return for our own 
bodies. our weapons are now just targets on our backs. and 
we are violated like clockwork, and it is so violent. somehow 
our defense gets stronger, and i haven’t felt a beast with 
a thousand legs step on me since that day, but the demon 
with the large claws do not cease to push us to our limits, 
and they do not care. in fact, I think building the greatest 
defense in the world would be cause for celebration to 
them. but it does nothing for me. 
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"Untitled" by Shay Shafer 

Shay Shafer 

A push notification cuts off the chorus of whatever indie 
pop song was playing in the background while I play a color 
matching game on my phone, and I can feel my heartbeat 
jump into my throat. I shove the phone under my pillow 
and squeeze my eyes shut. Even just the text preview, the 
first four words, is enough to spike my anxiety in a way that 
hasn’t happened since I left home for college. 

I’m back home for Thanksgiving break and have 
successfully hidden in my room for the past six with only 
minimal, surface level interactions with my parents. My 
dad helped me carry my two big laundry totes from the car 
to the house, and asked me how I was. I told him I was 
good, exhausted and ducked downstairs to start the laundry 
and avoid further questions. I know my mom must be 
disappointed, but four hours in a car acting like I wasn’t 
aggressively tuning out 100.7 KGBI safe for the whole family 
Christian radio was all the social performance I could take 
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in a 24-hour period. Was I not a good enough actor in the 
car? Have I lost my touch? Did she notice the trans flag 
wristband hanging off the strap of my backpack? I didn’t 
think she even knew the colors of the trans pride flag. That 
probably isn’t it. That better not be it or I’m screwed.  Is she 
upset that I haven’t been upstairs all evening, that I took 
dinner in my room? She can’t be upset that I took dinner in 
my room, I’ve been doing that since seventh grade. That’s 
such a tiny, petty thing. It must be something else. I reach 
for my phone again, and the screen lights up with the 
preview text on display  covering the top quarter of my 
Haikyuu lockscreen 

––Pastor Mike:                      Hi Melissa, hope I … 
I forgot he even had my number. I’ve done everything in 

my power to never give him an excuse to use it. My mom 
gave it to him without asking me in the tenth grade when 
rumors were going around the school about Laurel and me. 
My first girlfriend. She sat in my lap one day in the band 
room before school and I got a text from Pastor Mike the 
next afternoon inviting me out for coffee. It wasn’t as much 
of a question as it was a directive, politely declining didn’t 
seem like an option. He certainly didn’t expect me to say 
no, and he asked two more times over the course of the 
month, and twice more the next. I stopped replying. 

If he’s texting me again, that must mean I’ve done 
something wrong. He feels the need to admonish or council 
me, or he wants to check on my walk. He wants to make 
sure I haven’t fallen into sin the first moment my mom 
hasn’t had the option of consistently monitoring where I go 
and who I’m with. Otherwise, how would he even know I’m 
back? I only got into town late this morning, and I hadn’t 
told anyone except my parents that I was coming back. 
They only knew because my mom had to come pick me up 
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from my dorm. She must have texted him this afternoon, 
or told him last Sunday that I would be around. She must 
know that I finally changed my name, or someone must 
have shown her my private instagram, something has to be 
wrong. I drag my thumb down the screen to read the full 
message still in preview mode, having already decided to 
delete it and play dumb if anyone tries to ask about it. I 
need to see what I’m denying. The more information I have 
for damage control the better. 

 
––Pastor Mike:           Hi Melissa, hope I caught you at a good 

time. I wanted to touch base since you’ve almost finished your first 
semester at college. Let’s get coffee this week. 
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"I Woke Up" by Jarod 
Valencia-Cheng 

Jarod Valencia-Cheng 

The first time that I remember my dad offering me a taste 
of his coffee, I regretted it almost instantly. It was beyond 
bitter, a sudden black fire spreading across the length of my 
tongue and scorching it. It was that oil alight in that Burger 
King cup that served as my dad’s fuel for the morning, 
allowing him to drive to DC every morning against the 
competition known as the Capital Beltway. He wasn’t going 
to work that day; I think it was the weekend. But still, he 
enjoyed drinking it. I think that he laughed a little at my 
complaining that the coffee was so bitter—he only drank it 
black, he said, not like my mom and her sugar and cream 
that was so sweet it wasn’t even coffee anymore. Black 
coffee is the way to go if you wanted to work hard. That’s 
all my parents ever really seemed to do when it wasn’t the 
weekend; I didn’t have the luxury of parents who came 
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home before school or stayed there like some of the kids my 
age. It was from then on that I would disavow coffee. 

*** 
My mom and her tía, who we also called Tía growing 

up, used to tease me that if I couldn’t stomach coffee nor 
tea that I was quite strange for a child who spoke fluent 
Spanish and Mandarin Chinese. Not that there was 
something wrong with me, but why does my younger 
brother seem to enjoy coffee so much more than I? They 
would laugh, but I didn’t really understand it either. I 
mean, coffee tastes bad, right? Tea wasn’t much better. It 
never bothered me; I was happy with my rice milk and 
carried on like any typical American child might. Except, I 
wasn’t that. I was lactose intolerant. I was a product of two 
immigrants that came at a young age whose parents were 
worked day-in and day-out to make ends meet to achieve 
that American dream, the dream that my parents somehow 
achieved and kept them and myself dreaming about the 
quintessential American lifestyle that I thought we were 
leading. I didn’t realize that American parents typically 
didn’t take their kids to third-world countries and into 
impoverished areas to truly visit “home,” that they didn’t 
eat plates on plates of chicken feet or beef tripe or turnip 
cake in dim sum style to celebrate anything. I didn’t realize 
that I was Colored for a long time. I didn’t realize, nor did 
my parents even dream of, that my hair would grow so long 
as I got older and taller that I would look over my shoulder 
when a police car passed me by. 

*** 
Nowadays, I take a cup of coffee almost once every week 

or every two weeks to enjoy the warmth and smell. I take 
after my dad, not really being able to get any kind of buzz 
going unless I’m on an empty stomach—I take my coffee, 
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though, more like my mom. Tea is usually reserved for 
traditional occasions, your birthdays and Lunar New Years 
and family get-togethers. When did I change? It could very 
well have been those half-price Dunkin’ lattes after school 
my senior year of high school, or being surrounded by the 
whitest people that I’ve ever encountered during my college 
years, or even just getting myself woke. You know how 
people say to be dramatic that “everything changed in a 
single moment?” I really don’t know when that was. All I 
know is that I woke up between one day and the next, I 
thought to myself that I wasn’t that typical American child 
anymore. Where he went, I’m not sure; the one that looked 
in the mirror that day was the one that thought they could 
use a cup of coffee. 
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"Je reve de toi est-ce-que tu 
reves de moi?" by Emma 

Rosenberg 

Emma Rosenberg 

I dream of you but do you dream of me too? 
float through my head 

loose molecules with no destination 
you rub me the wrong 

way 
the side of my heart 
a sharp pain of focus 

prickles, pin, pricks, pindown, pain 
digging into the side 

of my ribs 
twisting side to side 

I can feel the vibrations 
shakiness in my face 

from the tips of my fingers 
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le centre entre mes yeux 
my toes, anything goes 

should be everything goes wrong 
I don’t just want anything 

I want the thing grown with love 
that leaves nothing 

but bitterness on my 
tongue 

goodbye 
going backward 

trickle slowly down my arms 
flood, weaving through my veins 

it is insurmountable that 
I should survive my life 

without 
you 
me 

a deep sleep 
wondering what could be 

on the bottom of my coffee mug 
steam rising up 

but a dream. 
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"Generating Conversation" 
by Jiselle Cazares 

Jiselle Cazares 

Lupita Zavaleta’s writing about coffee plantations and 
labor in “Xilemas” felt very poignant in its feminist and 
philosophical themes. As readers, we begin with Sandra 
and her uneasiness of remembering her mother 
Margarita. Her mother taught Sandra to tend the roots of 
coffee beans and work the plantation, which they lived 
near. Zavaleta writes of the pain manual labor brings these
women protagonists. The physical pain is explicitly 
described, and there’s suggestions of women’s bodies 
becoming stretched and put through turmoil. As she 
describes, “Their muscles would endure, they had no 
choice, because if they didn’t, if they lost control, they 
could break the roots. They had to learn how to ignore the 
burning thighs, the tingling calves. To let go of certain 
parts of the body, almost” (1). 
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There is a lack of choice and control for these women as 
well, outside of the literal control it takes to not destroy a 
plant. However, in this area of their life, at least, the 
women who work this job have control. Through the third-
person limited narration, readers see inside the mind of 
Sandra, who listens to her mother explain the power 
behind this hard work. The fruits of their labor go to the 
world at large, but their work is the origin of all of the 
coffee in the world. It brings to mind ideas of determinism 
and Marxism, especially relating to how Margarita is 
exploited. These women do not have free will in this 
work—or so it seems, since Sandra goes against it. 
Another aspect that is striking about this piece is how 
After Margarita is injured in an accident, and ultimately 
dies from it, Sandra is left to wonder what good it was all 
for; Margarita gave them her blood, sweat, and tears, and 
they did nothing to help her. She meditates “If they didn’t 
take care of Margarita, why would Sandra have to take 
care of them?” (6). She puts lots of stock into the
knowledge passed on by her mother, but makes her own 
path at the end, questioning the capitalistic ties to their 
work more than Margarita did. While the ending does not 
address what Sandra chooses as her ultimate path, it 
includes a section in the second-to-last paragraph where 
the narration focuses on Margarita and how she is in 
nature. Even in her death, her memory still holds power 
for Sandra. 
Outside of the strength of Margarita as a character, this 
piece pays tribute to women who do the hard work of 
manual labor. As Zavaleta’s narration explains, “They 
forget the strength required, that’s why men are not good 
at sowing.” (1). This reinforces how, throughout the story, 
there is a suggestion that women’s bodies—and more 
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importantly, skills— are superior. In this work, there is a 
segregation of gender, and Zavaleta often uplifts women, 
especially in this story, which is focused on the labor of 
two women, Sandra and Margarita. Men are sidelined, 
with special focus on the women of the story. While
Margarita had an affair with the plantation owner, he is an 
afterthought in comparison to the relationship between 
Sandra and her mother. 
Zavaleta’s short story “Xilemas” weaves the threads of 
womanhood, feminism, determinism as a philosophy, and 
Marxist thought. This short story covers a lot of ground 
through the relationship between mother and daughter. 
Their backdrop of a coffee plantation transcends us as 
readers to question the labor, exploitation, and familial 
matters connected to the planting of coffee seeds. The
blood, sweat, and tears scratches only the surface of 
coffee’s long history with those who tended to them. 
Zavaleta’s characters uplift brown women while also 
generating conversation about coffee and its multi-layered 
industry throughout various themes and character 
development. 
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Coffee Break: morning 
roast 

Elizabeth Rodriguez Fielder 
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"Her and His Day" by Emma 
Kohlenberg 

Emma Kohlenberg 

She woke up at 6:30. She put on her school uniform and 
did her makeup. She ran into the kitchen to grab a bit of 
breakfast. Once she found her keys, she got in the car and 
drove to the coffee shop. As usual, a long line of people was 
there for their own morning coffee. She checked her email 
as she waited for her order. She heard her name called and 
picked up her drink. 

He woke up at 5:30. He put on his clothes and mosquito 
repellent. He made breakfast for the day and some coffee. 
He talked to his family as he drank it. He put on his hat and 
bandana to protect himself from the sun. He went out to 
the truck and climbed inside. He headed out to the coffee 
plantation. 

She had to get going, or she would be late for class. She 
made it before the bell. As the teacher took attendance, the 
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caffeine started to wake her up. She went back and forth 
between taking notes, finishing yesterday’s homework for 
the next class, and taking sips of her coffee. 

He climbed down the hill to begin that day’s work. The 
foreman assigned him a row of coffee beans to pick from. 
He tied a basket around his waist to hold the fruit. He 
found the ripe cherries and plucked them from the tree. 
The sun made him feel more awake, so he wasn’t running 
of coffee alone. 

She went through the lunch line added something from 
every food group onto her tray. She sat at a table with her 
friends. She asked her friend about the test she would be 
taking next period. She checked her notes again before 
lunch ended. 

He ate rice, eggs, and beans for lunch. He talked with 
his family that worked on the plantation and his other 
coworkers. He was hungry after work from the morning. 
He finished eating and returned to picking coffee beans. 

She went to the locker room to change for track practice. 
She went to the school trainer to have her shine splints 
taped before practice. She stretched and warmed up with 
her teammates. She and her teammates ran laps until the 
coach had them do drills with the hurdles. 

He carried the heavy bags of coffee beans to the mill. He 
sorted the ripe cherries into the containers to be measured. 
The weight of the coffee beans he picked determined his 
pay for that day. He waited for everyone else’s bags to be 
measured and to hear who was the top earner that day. 

She began her homework before family dinner once she 
got home. 

He began the processing of the coffee beans before he 
was released home for dinner. 

They went to sleep. 
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"Waiting" by Katie Goodale 

Katie Goodale 

There is a room where you 
wait for me. 
Sea green shag carpets 
and the smell of coffee. 
 
There is a room where you 
wait for me. 
Sun-soaked countertops 
Aromatic gravity. 
 
And in this room where 
you wait 
for me. 
You stand, with arms open 
for all eternity. 
 
And in 
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this room 
where you 
wait 
for 
me. 
 
I will never see. 
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"The Pull" by Autumn 
Johnson 

Autumn Johnson 

Marissa had not grown up drinking coffee. Not even as a 
teenager, even though her high school days had been filled 
with school, work, and extracurriculars from early in the 
morning until long after the sun had set. Now that she 
was in college with only two or three classes per day and 
just a couple of extracurriculars, she found that she could 
barely get through each day and wondered how she had the 
energy to do so much more as a teenager. 

She had started drinking tea as a freshman, but by her 
junior year it was no longer giving her the boost she 
needed. She still didn’t know how to make coffee, so she 
began venturing into local coffee shops and the nearby 
Dunkin’ Donuts to order something other than her usual (a 
chai tea latte). 

There was something about the brightly-colored Dunkin’ 
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logo and the multitudes of fellow college students carrying 
around cups of coffee she saw everywhere she went. 
Growing up in a small town, the coffee shops in her college 
town gave her access to something she hadn’t had before 
while also maintaining a small-town atmosphere. Marissa 
didn’t even like the taste of coffee and had to order it with 
some kind of flavoring, milk, and sugar to make it tolerable. 
For this reason, she was often able to convince herself she 
didn’t really need coffee and could get by with tea. 

But still she felt the pull of coffee shops, especially chains 
like Dunkin’, whose low prices appealed to college students 
needing a quick pick-me-up. She wondered, though, how 
many people knew what a vicious cycle of addiction they 
were stuck in. Even with her limited experience regarding 
coffee, Marissa knew this was a combination of clever 
marketing and the atmospheric environment she knew 
many people found comforting. And of course, the fact that 
caffeine was a literal drug. People drank coffee to will 
themselves awake throughout the day, but then didn’t sleep 
as well at night and had to repeat the cycle over again the 
next day—a cycle Marissa was glad she had managed to 
avoid. This need for coffee was what drove people to 
frequent these spaces for meetings with friends or 
coworkers, drinking a cup or two even when they might’ve 
not needed one. It was what drove them to pay over five 
dollars for a cup even if it wasn’t really in their budget. 
Marissa herself was guilty of this—chai tea lattes at most 
coffee joints were in the four-dollar range. It was a daily 
sacrifice many of Marissa’s peers were willing to make, and 
she wished she could find some way to explain what she 
knew about caffeine addiction and business strategies 
without seeming uptight or negative. She wanted to tell 
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them they were sacrificing so much more than their 
money. 

She knew she wouldn’t, though. As she began the walk to 
her first class of the day, the sign advertising her favorite 
coffee shop loomed up ahead, and her feet found their way 
inside to order a latte. 
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"Image 2: Darwish" by 
Hayden Williams 

Hayden Williams 
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Our Inspirations/ A Reading List 

Elizabeth Rodriguez Fielder 
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Michael Pollan, Caffeine 

Robin Wall Kimmerer, “An Offering” in Braiding 
Sweetgrass 
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days do as they please” 
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